
Lesson Plan 

-Directions- 

 

General:  

• Stundents’ Level: Third Grade 

• Time Allocation: 45 Minutes 

• Learning Objectives: Saying action verbs and directions: left, right, forward, back 

• Sructures: "Jump (to the left, to the right, forward, back)" 

• Target: left, right, forward, back, jump, turn around, touch the ground, turn, sit 

down, stand up, clap your hands 

 

You will need to download: 

1. Printables: Directions worksheet 

2. Songs: Directions Dance 

 

Media: 

1. Laptop 

2. Projector & LCD 

3. Speaker 

4. Rope 

 

Lesson Overview 

1. Pre Activities 

a. The teacher greets the learners.  

b. The teacher calls the roll.  

c. The teacher tells the learners about the topic that they are going to learn. 

2. Main Activities 

a. Teach left / right 

b. Teach forward / back 

c. Practice left / right / forward / back 
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https://youtu.be/Vn8yKXs3XCo


d. Left / right / forward / back pair activity 

e. Practice the verbs of the song 

f. Sing "Directions Song" 

3. Post Activities 

The teacher closes the class. 

 

Lesson Procedure: 

1. Pre-Activities 

a. The teacher greets the learners.  

1) Greet students by “how are you today?” is a good start. 

2) Lead the students to pray together. 

b. The teacher calls the roll. 

Teacher check students attendance by saying "Lets take attendance. Please answer 

"here or present" when I call your name." Then call one by one the names of students. 

c. The teacher tells the learners about the topic that they are going to learn. 

It’s important to give students a head start, and prepare them for each lesson. Before 

a lesson, let students know the purpose of the lesson, and what they can expect to 

be doing and learning. 

2. Main Activities 

a. Teach left / right 

Get a long length of rope and lay it on the floor from the front of the classroom to the 

back. Stand at the front and to one side of the rope and get everyone to line up behind 

you, facing forward. Shout "Jump to the left" and jump left over the rope. Get everyone 

to follow you. 

b. Teach forward / back 

Move the rope so it goes across the classroom, left to right. Stand behind the rope 

with everyone in line with you. Shout "Jump forward" and jump over the rope, with 

everyone copying you. Next, shout "Jump back". 

c. Practice left / right / forward / back 

Put a second length of rope from the front to the back of the classroom, so with the 

two ropes it forms a large "+" in the room. Get everyone to start front, left. Shout out 



instructions (e.g."Jump to the right", "Jump back", etc.) so that everyone jumps over 

the ropes. Start off slowly and then get faster and faster. 

d. Practice the verbs of the song 

Stand everyone in front of you. Say the first verb and do the action (e.g. "turn around"). 

Get everyone to follow you. Continue through all of the verbs and repeat a few times 

so that everyone knows the actions. You can also put the song sheet onthe board so 

everyone can see the actions. 

e. Sing and practice "Direction Song” 

 

The teacher should also do the actions of the song and sing along so to encourage 

everyone to follow. Play the song through the first time and just focus on getting the 

actions right. After that play the song a couple more times and encourage everyone 

to sing as well. 

3. Post Activities 

a. The teacher closes the class: 

1) The teacher evaluates the learners’ performance on today’s activities.  

2) The teacher asks the learners how they feel during today’s activities.  

3) The teacher asks the learners whether they find some problems on today’s lesson.  

4) The teacher concludes the material.  

b. Assign Homework 

1) https://games4esl.com/wp-content/uploads/Directions-Worksheet-Matching-

Worksheet.pdf 

2) https://games4esl.com/wp-content/uploads/Directions-Worksheet-Reading-

Worksheet.pdf 

https://games4esl.com/wp-content/uploads/Directions-Worksheet-Matching-Worksheet.pdf
https://games4esl.com/wp-content/uploads/Directions-Worksheet-Matching-Worksheet.pdf
https://games4esl.com/wp-content/uploads/Directions-Worksheet-Reading-Worksheet.pdf
https://games4esl.com/wp-content/uploads/Directions-Worksheet-Reading-Worksheet.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/embed/Vn8yKXs3XCo?feature=oembed

